Dear Friends,
I doubt that we’ve ever been as grateful for modern technology as we have been the past few weeks.
Though we are in uncertain times, our ability to connect, communicate, and care for each other is a
blessing. Read More Here..

Shhhh...Senior Surprise!
Our graduating scholars (shown here in happier times) are
struggling to reconcile this abrupt end to their time at Notre
Dame. We brainstormed with our team and are going to surprise
each senior a Graduation in a Box. In it, we’ll include their
AnBryce stole, a photo book, fun celebratory items and most
importantly, cards and notes (from as many people as possible)
telling them how awesome they are. This is also open to children
who want to make pictures and send notes. We’ll take it all! Here
is a list of our seniors, their majors and post graduation plans
(there are also links to their web profiles). We need all materials
by May 1.
Mail notes to: AnBryce Senior Shout Outs, 212 Napoleon, South Bend, IN 46617. You can email
messages to anbryce@nd.edu. Or use this form.

Zoom, Zoom
Our scholars are staying in touch
with regular cohort and all-scholar
Zoom meetings. We love to see
their faces and hear about how
they are doing. Scholars are also
leading their own sessions on
resumes and wellness.
Sophomore Tarik Brown is coleading a discussion on
maximizing your LinkedIn profile. Freshman Lala Petty is sharing her Get Fit with La workouts four times
a week and also doing mini Mindfulness breaks twice a week to keep everyone stretching. (Email
anbryce@nd.edu if you would like calendar links to these sessions. Open to all!) The Center for Social
Concerns is holding a panel discussion to talk about service and Catholic Social Tradition. We are also
welcoming Rick Buhrman and Paul Buser to talk about their incredible Art of Investing class.
If you have a session you'd like to present, let us know! anbryce@nd.edu

“Seriously, best 15 minutes of my month.” Maria McKenna,
after a Brain Break with La!

Scholar Resumes
Some of our scholars have had global service opportunities and professional internships cancel over the
past few weeks. We are compiling a book of resumes, for students whose circumstances change. We
will continue to add resumes, as the semester progresses, so check back. Students are listed
alphabetically, with resumes linked to their names.

But Most of All, Take Care
We are sending you all of our prayers for a safe passage through these trying times. We hope to greet
you all in the coming year so we can hug you and thank you for your support of AnBryce. See you
soon! (AnBryce scholars from Notre Dame and NYU, during our visit to DC. We're really looking forward
to sharing more about that trip and our trip to Ireland, once things settle.)
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